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As an entrepreneur for most of 
my life I am acutely attuned to 
keeping clear focus on the 
business goal of any project.
Through my engagement with 
startups, particularly through my 
tech startup, I got in depth 
experience of meeting the 
demands of investors and 
building and delivering strong 
business cases

As a designer for 25 years  
I have won over 10 design awards 
and led a team of 9+ designers to 

build the unique visual experiences 
for high profile projects for 

demanding clients like TUI, 
Unilever etc.

As part of our startup engagement 
program we also helped a few 

startups create a clear and focused 
user experience to drive their users 

to a desired outcome. 

As the creative director of Opera  
Ventures and ilyan.com I have been  
instrumental in utilising new technologies  
to deliver disruptive innovation and hacking  
growth with smart integration of third party resources 
(APIs, open source solutions, crowd engagement)  



business 
design 

Projects in which I took part not only in 
UX but the business/product definition 
and business model design.



Designed the conversational interface for Brydg Flow, the aggregation platform 
for bridge lending. Deploying a conversational approach to project management 
with the assistance of a AI driven virtual assistant. Utilizing open APIs to create a 
VR experience for visualizing multi-dimensional portfolio data.



Designed the identity and user experience of the first bridge lending platform in 
the UK creating an open platform for P2P lending backed by central London real 
estate. As part of the strategy team, developed the business model that enables 
P2P lending. Disrupting a previously shady business with excessive interests.



Designed a centralised global platform for visualising the results of 
the Qismat MDP (micro donations platform) in different markets and 
campaigns to facilitate easier investor control in the platform.



Helped in developing the user experience and 
motivation of the Qismat Fund’s headline project for a 
national reconstruction effort in Pakistan combining 
the impact of a Bollywood celebrities driven campaign 
with an SMS based donation mechanism and a 
sharia compliant rewards process.



.

Participated in the business model development and designed 
the brand and UX of the first online platform for people and 
companies to host their philanthropic profile. A platform 
developing a unique ROD (return on donation) stimulus for 
charitable giving. Achieved integration with the Charities 
Commission API delivering live access to over 300 000 NGOs



Invented and designed a shared infrastructure platform for a big technology distributor to enable individuals and small businesses to 
start online sales with online signup and sales/payments/delivery handled centrally. The aim of the project to diversify the client base 
of the distributor from a few high volume retail clients with increasing market power.



Developed the UX and USP for the launch of the first social TV 
channel in England, empowering and engaging the audience by 
allowing them to select the content and the time for it to be aired.



design 
UX

Projects in which I mainly focused on 
the UX experience as a drive to the 

business goals



Designed the UX of a highly demanding 
eCommerce interface for isango.com a 
company of the global tourism giant TUI.

http://isango.com


A multi-platform concept for an integrated 
health service provided by a conglomerate 
aiming to create an immersive multichannel 
experience for the patient.



UX reinvention of a high profile 
Central European retailer.



Created a UX and user journey redesign for one of the fastest growing 
money remittance companies in UK to Africa and South Asia to smooth 
out the user journey and deliver higher conversions.



Designed the overall user experience and user journey design of 
a high profile pan-european real estate portal to deliver complex 
feature set to a highly demanding international audience 



Delivering a conceptual UX reboot for the popular 
TimeOut information portal to explore future user 
interaction opportunities.



Designed the UX and user journey of a philanthropic portal to delivering 
more and organised information on conflicts around the world.



Helping a technology startup in the petrochemical industry to get investor ready presentation for investors.



Participated in redesigning the UX of a digital media startup for Bollywood 
pay-per-view portal and developed the digital marketing strategy.



Designed the whole programme and messaging for a loyalty 
programme for Bavaria BMW, the biggest BMW retailer in Romania



Lead the overall interface revamp of the commercial 
part of the media products of the Instagram celebrity 
Nikki Sharp, facilitating higher monetisation.



hacking  
growth Projects in which I applied UX 

with smart strategy to achieve 
the desired goals 



Pioneered a groundbreaking digital awareness campaign of a popular snack aimed at reaching 
mindshare through increasing the brand touchpoint frequency. The innovative digital-only outreach 
strategy allowed to reach 130,000 people with a frequency of 12+ for a month for a budget below €3000.



Invented and developed an innovative event bookmarking tool piloted with London 
Business School, allowing visitors to an event to bookmark interesting moments 
and retrieve their bookmarks when the video of the event is published.



Developed the concept for an event networking tool 
for the LBS (London Business School) clubs.



Delivered the fastest growing social community worldwide for the Milka brand of 
chocolates for Mondelez/Kraft through a innovative social media based incentive 
campaign with a levelled incentive scheme allowing activation of diverse audiences.



Delivered the highest in Europe YOY growth for Danone Activia through 
an integrated digital campaign on social media, web and mobile.



Developed during a charitable 
hackathon a prototype for 
utilising Raspberry Pi to enable 
remote areas in Africa to receive 
basic information services.



Developed during a media and technology hackathon a prototype 
of a second screen experience triggered via onscreen clue and 
delivering social experience around popular TV shows



Invented and deployed a portal to collect a database of proven medical 
professionals for pharma marketing through strategic partnership with a 
recruitment company from UK to provide the incentive for participation.



Designed an innovative approach for Tefal to developing impactful marketing messages 
for a performance sales campaign based on the results of a national survey.



Delivered 30% sales growth to Chupa Chups via a code-based loyalty campaign paired with an online marketplace for 
spending loyalty points, leading to much higher engagement in the audience and higher perceived value of the product.



Developed a concept for a whole family digital ecosystem for utilisation 
of Samsung Smart TV platform to drive product differentiation.

GrannyBook

Samsung Smart Apps

One More 
Screen

Home 
GameBox

Home 
JukeBox

Smart 
Cheat’r

Kids  
TV Surfer



Produced an online only TV Show for a construction materials company 
that delivered over 1/4 million views of branded entertainment content at 
a media cost of €10k free from any media regulation.



A line is a dot 
that went for a walk 

Paul Klee

ilyan@ilyan.com


